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Zaytinya 

"Middle Eastern Restaurant"

Come try Zaytinya, a restaurant with a beautiful white and blue decor. The

200 seater restaurant has a cozy bar, two-tiered mezzanine and outdoor

dining space. The 60 or more menu selections include such traditional

dishes as orange rind sausage, braised rabbit with lentils and Garides Me

Anitho.

 +1 202 638 0800  www.zaytinya.com/  701 9th Street Northwest, Washington

DC DC
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Astor Mediterranean 

"Simply Delicious"

If you are in the Adams Morgan area of Washington, visit this restaurant

for a delicious and fulfilling meal. The place serves up Greek, Middle

Eastern and Mediterranean cuisine in a casual and cozy setting. Regulars

would generally recommend falafel or pizza. Each dish is prepared using

fresh ingredients. With an indoor seating space of 20, the restaurant is

relatively small if you want to come with a group. Take-away and delivery

facilities are available.

 +1 202 745 7495  www.astorfoods.com/  1829 Columbia Road Northwest,

Washington DC DC
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Cava Mezze Capitol Hill 

"Grecian Flavors"

Cava Mezze offers generous portions of Greek culinary fare like gyros,

tzatziki and taramosalata or salmon. Keeping its Greek roots alive, the

restaurant firmly believes in incorporating traditional Greek spices and

condiments like olive oil, pepper, oregano and lemon into each one of its

recipes. The specialties include lamb shanks, moussaka and short ribs.

Remember to leave room for the baklava at the end of the meal. The

ambiance is trendy and low lighting adds to the appeal.

 +1 202 543 9090  www.cavamezze.com/loca

tions

 info@cavamezze.com  527 8th Street Southeast,

Washington DC DC
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